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Abstract 
Recommendations play an important role in this contemporary era. Most use online platforms like Amazon, Net- 
flix, etc. to buy daily necessities and entertainment. Moreover, the referral system helps both consumers and 
customers regardless of age group and financial background. There are mainly three types of referral systems 
namely Content-Based, Collaborative and Hybrid. Collaborative systems have many problems and some of them 
are solved to some extent, but the cold start problem is hardly solved by the researcher. Traditional 
recommendation algorithms such as matrix factorization and collaborative filtering perform poorly when they 
lack information on the interaction between the user and the product, known as the user cold-start problem, 
which can cause reduce the revenue of the e-commerce platform. Cold - star problem is divided into two types 
User cold star and item cold star. In this search, we have selected cross- domain to solve item coldstar and it 
works fine for cold non-star issues as well. We choose the Amazon dataset for deployment where one is 
considered the source domain and the other as the target domain. 

Keywords: recommendation, Cross-domain, Accuracy mea-sures, cold star, collaborative filtering, transfer 
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Introduction 
Recommend systems have become an important area of research since the first articles on collaborative filtering 
appeared in the mid-1990s [9]. RS is that the subclass of data filtering within which system suggest relevent items 
or prod- ucts to the users. There has been much work done both within the industry and academia on developing 
new approaches to recommender systems over the last decade as this method plays a crucial role in 
contemporary era. Content-based rec-ommendation, collaborative filtering-based recommendation, and hybrid 
recommendation methods are the three current research directions in recommender systems [4]. In addition, 
recommendation systems can predict user ratings before the user has provided one, making them a useful tool. 
Generally, recommendation systems process data through the following four phases: Collection, Storage, 
Analysis, and Filtering. 

Fig 1: Process of Recommendation System 
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1. Content-Based Recommender Systems 
Content material-primarily based recommender systems make use of the contents of items and finds the 
similarities among them. After studying sufficient numbers of gadgets that one person has already shown favor 
to, the consumer hobbies profile is mounted. Then the recommender device ought to search the database and 
pick proper gadgets in keeping with this profile [18]. 
 
2. Collaborative Filtering (Cf)Recommender 
Systems: Collaborative filtering (CF) has emerged as one of the most influential recommendation algorithms. 
Unlike, the content-based approaches, CF simplest is predicated on the object ratings from every user. it is based 
totally on the assumption that users who have rated the identical items with similar rankings are possibly to have 
similar options. Collaborative filtering recommends objects primarily based on the interest of different like-
minded users or identifies items similar to the ones previously rated utilizing the goal user. It makes use of 
statistical strategies to discover the similarity among the user or item vector. CF strategies may be categorized 
into two categories memory-based totally and model-based totally [8]. 
 
3. Hybrid Recommender Systems 
Hybrid advice systems are divided into monolithic hybrid advice, parallel hybrid recommendation, and pipeline 
hybrid recommendation. The monolithic hybrid recommendation is a hybrid advice method that integrates 
numerous pieces of advice into one set of rules [10]. The last hybrid recommendations require at the least 
specific advice strategies after which integrate them. In step with the input, the parallel hybrid 
recommendation operates independently of every different, respectively gener- ating a 
recommendation list, after which the output records is combined into the very last advice set. 
All CF recommendation methods ambitions to acquire as least prediction mistakes as viable. But, the prediction 
step relies specifically on the similarity computation step among customers/objects. Two fundamental issues, 
bloodless-begin, and sparsity affect the best of the advice and prediction accuracy. Those two important 
problems face the CF because of the whole dependency on the ancient user-item score matrix. The sparsity 
trouble is a result of that most customers do not fee maximum of the items or handiest rate some gadgets [1]. A 
cold-start difficulty faces the CF whilst there aren’t always sufficient facts available approximately the AU as 
he/she is a brand new user or whilst a brand new item is introduced. 
 
Related Work 
Make recommendations to users based on historical ratings. There are many ways to generate recommendations 
[3], but in recent years, collaborative filtering is one of the most well-known methods. It comes in two types: 
memory-based and model-based. The first type of method is purely based on memory space. This means that the 
complete data set is loaded instantly and you can use statistical tools to calculate predictions. Filtering-based 
cooperation based on three steps: 1) Calculation of similarities, 2) Choosing neighbors and 3) Predict points that 
cannot be observed. Similarities can be calculated between users (cfuu) or between elements (CFIIs). Here we 
will only focus on filtering cooperation with CFUU. On the other hand, decomposing the matrix, a basic method 
modeled, is one of the most famous methods to divide the matrix to assess the user’s user’s user or matrix 
element And two extra matches for latent factors [17]. Both methods are based on past symbols and cannot 
provide recommenda- tions if these symbols are limited.The work of cross-domain recommendations has been 
elaborated in different proposed scenarios, such as single-target CDR, multi-domain proposal, dual-target CDR, 
and multi-target CDR [24]. It has been suggested that CDRs use relatively more complete information in more 
affluent regions to improve implementation of recom- mendations in sparsely populated areas.Several authors [15, 

2] have proposed how to exploit source domain knowledge in source domain. You can overlap user/item overlap, 
i.e. you can overlap and categorize four types [6] of non-overlapping categories with item or item without 
overlapping item, user, and element. User overlap: the authors analyze the correlation of different fields by item 
category, and are very small in both user item and user item and user item and user item and overlap of [21]. It’s 
too hard to find common objects in the field. Non-overlapping user or item-based methods for trans- ferring 
knowledge across domains. The author has extended the work, including the probabilistic model [13]. Both meth- 
ods use cluster-level ranking model to link domains.Cross- domain recommendation systems [20, 5], which 
combine correlative information from different domains to improve recommendation efficiency, have attracted 
the attention of researchers in recent years. However, most methods [14, 23] ignore sequential information and 
predict user behavior based on long-term preferences. While some sequence-based approaches take into account 
sequence features, most use fixed pop-ups [12] to simplify sequence processing or to model sequence dynamics 
without user intervention [19]. If the two domains are explicitly or implicitly connected, this can be used to 
troubleshoot Cold Stores [22]. In addition, general transfer and filtering enables knowledge extraction with 
enough data to extract knowledge from the source domain, in order to improve the accuracy of recommendations 
in the target domain. Current CDR methods for these options do not provide a seamless reconciliation of these 
options between the two domains using common information for users and items, even without a direct domain 
[16]. Current CDR methods for these options do not provide a seamless reconciliation of these options between 
the two domains using common information for users and items, even without a direct domain.Because the main 
limitations of traditional RS are not available because there is no information that cannot be used, there is no 
problem with the Cold Start Cold start, so it is a problem with the entire curved user user because there is no 
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interactive information on the user and the product. However, you can first resolve it using three steps [11]. 
Review is dynamically selected using the adjacent matrix. Second, the vector and domain preferences of the 
domain vector and domain preferences of the domain preferences are extracted from the text generated from the 
text generated from the text generated from the text generated from the view text using the encoder and the 
decoder, and the preferences of the Cold Start User Combined to predict the rating (target domain) [7]. This 
method does not incorrectly determine the problem to troubleshoot the problem. 
 
Praposed Approach 
In the literature, the researchers examined distinct concepts of domain. For example, some considered items such 
as movies and books as belonging to different domains, while another considered items such as action movies 
and comedy films as belonging to different domains. To our knowledge, in the study of recommendation 
systems, no attempt was made to define the domain concept. Here we distinguish several domain concepts by 
suggested item types and attributes. More precisely, we assume that the domain can be defined at four levels: 
1. (Item) Attribute level. 
2. (Item) Level of type. 
3. Item level. 
 
System level. Where I have selected, the item levels in this Recommended are not of the same type, differing in 
most, if not all, of their attributes. For example, movies and books belong to different fields, even if they have 
certain common attributes (title, release / published year). 

 

 
 

Fig 2: The architecture of proposed approach 
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Fig 3: Fetch Common User 
 

The present work shows both source and subdomains. Most researchers work with a small dataset but in my 
work i choose Amazon realtime dataset, more than ten lakh. According to the figure, we first take two datasets 
and filter them based on user ID. In the next step, we extract knowledge, apply different algorithms and check if 
condition error is below the allowed level. Then the items are suggested, otherwise the process is started from 
the original steps. 
 
Dataset 
The video games are the targeted domain and Movie and television are the source domains used for the same 
purposes but to very different degrees. 
 

Table 1: Analysis of Original Dataset 
 

Attributes Videogame Movie & TV 
Original size 1324753 4607047 
Unique Users 826767 2088620 

Unique Products 50210 200941 
 
For implementation purposes, We have taken two real-world datasets from amazon which are particularly 
rating based and it is open source so everyone can access them easily. As shown in the table, an analysis of 
both datasets is given in which mentions core three attributes namely original size, unique userId, and 
unique productId. Both datasets have four columns as userId, productId, rating and timestamp. Time. The 
last column means that the timestamp is no longer needed, so we dropped it. 
 
Evalution Measure and Result Analysis 
As per the above discussion, we have two datasets after uploading them on Google drive and utilizing them 
in Google collab through the mounting process. Furthermore, We found some unique users from both 
datasets. Apart from that applying the intersection method to unique users of both datasets to extract 
common users which are shown in the 
 

 
 

Fig 4: Visual Representation of Datasets 
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Figure 4 indicates visual representation of ratings dataset in percentage. The recommendation system involves 
providing customers with personalized recommendations when choosing an item from a product set (movies, 
books, etc.). Collaborative filtering is the most widely used technique for recommendation systems. Algorithms 
recommend predictive accuracy based on measurements of mean absolute error (MAE) and mean square error 
(RMSE). 

 

 
 

Where, MAE= mean absolute error yi = prediction 
Xi = true value 
n = total number of data points 
 

 
 
RMSD = root-mean-square deviation i = variable i 
n = number of non-missing data points xi = actual observations time series 
 

Table 2: Comparative Rmse & Mae of Algorithms 
 

Sr. No. Algorithms RMSE MAE 
1 SVD 0.98 0.73 
2 KNN with mean 1.18 1.02 
3 Gridsearch 1.08 0.86 

 
As shown in the above table we have evaluated RSME and MAE for the mentioned algorithm. As per the 
research, Singular Value Decomposition is the best for cross-domain Recommendation. 

 
Conclusion 
The recommendation system is the most remarkable concept in this modern era. It can be categorized into three 
types in which collaborative is the most important research area as there are many crux in it. Cross-domain 
recommendation aims to solve the problems in the recommendation system caused by sparse data by combining 
user preference data from multiple domains to improve the performance of the recommendation system. 
Crossdomains are also useful for dealing with cold stars in recommendation systems. During the 
implementation, we solved the item Cold-star problem by applying the intersection method and different 
algorithms. In the future, we will use more than one source domain to handle the same problem because it has 
more advantages. 
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